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News Snippets 

❖ PMO Global Awards 2021 

This year a hybrid conference has been organized for the PMO Global Awards that 
you can attend in-person or online from 11-15 November 2021. This award recognizes 
the best of the best PMOs and PMO professionals across the globe and learn from 
their splendid professional journey. You can register to attend the conference and 
know about the 2021 PMO Global Awards Finalists and Recipients here: 
https://www.pmoga.world/awards.  The announcement of the finalists can be seen on 
the PMOGA YouTube channel - 2021 PMO Global Awards Finalists Announcement - 
YouTube. 

The judging committee for the evaluation of the PMO Global Awards participants 
comprises of esteemed industry and thought leaders, practitioners, academicians 
and scholars from the project management and business world. They do not have only 
a passion for volunteering; but also want to bring a positive change and impact to the 
planet with their knowledge, expertise, and contribution for a bigger cause.   

❖ PMO Insights 

It is through the interview done by Yu Yanjuan in the pmworldjournal September 
edition that we became aware of the work and knowledge of Dr. Michael Pace. The 
title itself was enticing “Project Management should be context-based” 
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We could not help ourselves and our next PMO Insights session is with Dr. Michael 
Pace - A discussion on PMO Maturity on 3rd October, 2021. Looking forward to it and 
thank you pmworldjournal!!  

 

Key Feature 
 
PMO Global Alliance - PMO India Awards 

Taking inspiration from the PMO Global Awards, PMOGA India Community Hub is 
also going to launch PMO India Awards soon to recognize and honor the excellence 
and performance of PMOs and PMO Leaders in India. It believes in contributing to the 
evolution of the Indian PMO community, encouraging organizations and professionals 
to develop and share their experiences with the local community and the world. 

The 2021 PMO India Awards Winners will be appointed to represent India at the 2022 
PMO Global Awards, the world's largest and most prestigious award for PMOs and 
PMO Professionals. 

The following are the three award categories that we will start in 2021 for 
acknowledging and celebrating excellence on PMOs in India. 

PMO OF THE YEAR (Click to apply) 

The PMO of the Year Award recognizes the best performing PMO organizations in 
India in 2021. PMOs must be over 5 years old.  

NEWCOMER PMO OF THE YEAR (Click to apply) 

This award will recognize the best performing Newcomer PMO organizations in India. 
Newcomer PMOs are between 2 and 5 years old.  
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PMO LEADER OF THE YEAR (Click to apply) 

The PMO Leader of the Year Award honors individuals around the World for their 
outstanding performance leading PMOs based in India.   

The PMO India Awards is an initiative that will bring more visibility to the PMOs and 
how they can contribute to the successful delivery of the projects and programs. This 
award will also establish a strong foundation for PMOs which are actively helping their 
organizations and C-suite in prioritizing and selecting the initiatives and aligning them 
with the strategy of the organization. PMOs can undoubtedly bring value not only to 
their clients; but also, to society through their strong and influential community-building 
practices, hence, improving the effectiveness and sustenance of outcomes. As the 
organization grows, PMOs become an integral part of its ecosystem for supporting the 
overarching goals and contributing towards value generation. 
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Kartikeyan Ramamurthy is a certified PMP, PfMP, PMO-CP, SAFe Agilist5, 
DevOps Leader. He has more than 20+ years’ experience in Project, Program, 
Portfolio management and PMOs. He is currently working in the role of Director-
Strategy at Amadeus Labs. He is also interested and passionate about innovation 
and agility and has been involved in mentoring startups and corporate innovation 
programs. 
 
Kartikeyan is currently the India ambassador for PMO Global Alliance and a member 
of the board of directors at the PMI Bengaluru Chapter. He holds a Master’s degree 
in Computer Applications from IMT Ghaziabad and a Bachelor of Science from Delhi 
University. He began reporting as an international correspondent for the PM World 
Journal in early September 2021 in order to inform PMWJ readers about the PMO 
Global Alliance and India Hub activities in particular. 
 

Kartikeyan can be contacted at k.ramamurthy@community.pmoga.world   
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